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Introduction

Men stumble over the truth from time to time, but most pick themselves 
up and hurry off as if nothing happened.
– Winston Churchill

With apologies to Shakespeare, the question currently before the American public is as simple as it is 
challenging: to see or not to see.

The WikiLeaks emails of 2016 gave America and the world a glimpse behind the facade delivered to us 
by Big Media, Hollywood and Washington. Truth now sits openly in front of the public. The question is 
how many people will pick it up and look at it, and how many will scurry off, not wanting to see.

The emails that are now available to us (via WikiLeaks and a few other sources) should, in my opinion, 
be dinner table conversation in every American home.

Most of the emails address the Democratic party, but please understand that the Republicans do the 
same things. Politicians of both parties created the current mess. Politicians of both parties sell their 
votes to donors, take orders from unelected party officials, and spend billions of dollars to instill fear in 
voters. They operate in almost exactly the same ways, and are members of the same elite class. 

And so, I’ve represented this without reference to party politics. If we focus on parties, we get lost in 
endless quarrels and lose sight of the things that really matter.

There were of course tens of thousands of emails to choose from. I chose only a few for this collection; 
too many and it’s easy to lose the crucial points in a torrent of words. The emails you’ll find here are the 
ones that had especially significant content. Essentially, they’re the ones that most overtly contradicted 
the civics lessons I was taught in American schools. I suppose that they’ll be notable to you for the 
same reason.

I’ve introduced each of these emails with a few lines to highlight the main points. But please feel free 
to disregard my notes; the emails themselves are what really matter.

Please discuss these emails with your family members, friends, and co-workers. Truth is to be faced, not 
ignored… at least if we have any desire to be free in reality, not just in patriotic pageants.

It’s a true saying that the truth will set you free. Choose to see it.

#1: Google Is Doing Spy Work
Shocking as it may be to many people, Google has been doing clandestine work that used to be 
done through official channels, as seen in this email from a former State Dept. security official. 
Please note the line, “Google is getting WH [White House] and State Dept. support and air cover. 
In reality they are doing things the CIA cannot do.” Also note the line about Google fomenting 
uprisings. 
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Re: GOOGLE & Iran ** internal use only – pls do not forward ** 

Email-ID 1121800

Date 2011-02-27 15:31:56

From burton@stratfor.com

To scott.stewart@stratfor.com, secure@stratfor.com

GOOGLE is getting WH and State Dept. support & air cover. In reality,
they are doing things the CIA cannot do. But, I agree with you. He’s
going to get himself kidnapped or killed. Might be the best thing to
happen to expose GOOGLE’s covert role in foaming up-risings, to be
blunt. The US Govt can then disavow knowledge and GOOGLE is left
holding the shit bag.

(source)

#2: Google and the US Defense Establishment
Note in these two emails that Keith Alexander, the Director of the NSA, was on a first name basis 
with the bosses of Google and called one of them “a key member of the Defense Industrial Base.”
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(source)

#3: Media Collusion with Politicians
I was taught that the news media were important checks on political power and abuse. But 
however much this was true in my youth, it is no longer true. This email shows that a prominent 
commentator working for a major news outlet provided debate questions, in advance of that 
debate, to a presidential contender, rendering that debate a farce (though it looked ever so 
dignified to the public). The commentator, shortly after the email was revealed, was made head 
of the presidential campaign.

From: Donna Brazile <donna@brazileassociates.com>
To: Jennifer Palmieri <jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>
CC: Betsaida Alcantara <balcantara@hillaryclinton.com>,
 “john.podesta@gmail.com” <john.podesta@gmail.com>,
 Minyon Moore <Minyon.Moore@deweysquare.com>

Subject: Re: From time to time I get the questions in advance

Date: Sat, 12 Mar 2016 21:54:40 +0000

I rarely hear it. I’ll send a few more. Though some questions Roland submitted
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Sent from Donna’s I Pad. Follow me on twitter @donnabrazile

On Mar 12, 2016, at 4:42 PM, Jennifer Palmieri <jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.co=
m<mailto:jpalmieri@hillaryclinton.com>> wrote:

Hi. Yes, it is one she gets asked about. Not everyone likes her answer but can share it.

Betsaida – can you send her answer on death penalty?

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 12, 2016, at 4:39 PM, Donna Brazile <donna@brazileassociates.com
<mailto:donna@brazileassociates.com>> wrote:

Here’s one that worries me about HRC.

DEATH PENALTY

19 states and the District of Columbia have banned the death penalty…

Sent from Donna’s I Pad. Follow me on twitter @donnabrazile

(source)

#4: More Media Collusion
This email shows that dozens of major media figures met off the record with a presidential campaign 
to coordinate election strategies.
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(source)

#5: More Media Collusion
Here we have a presidential campaign listing their surrogates. This is just part of the email:

Ask Kiki, Finney to help manage – important ask for these women to be as vocal as 
possible. Mandy, Kristina, Capricia can also help with this group. Think we should 
target Granholm to be a lead surrogate for tv.

Donna Brazile
Maria Cardona
Stephanie Cutter
Amy Dacey
Anita Dunn
Jennifer Granholm *
Mary Kay Henry
Ilyse Hogue
Ann Lewis
Ellen Malcolm
Minyon Moore
Stephanie Schriock
Elllie Smeal
Christina Reyonolds
Cecile Richards
Hilary Rosen
Neera Tanden
Obama Surrogates
Kristina, Palmieri manage
Available Surrogates – Robby, Kristina, Joel, Margolis, Podesta, Mandy
Gibbs *
Axelrod *
Plouffe
Carney

http://www.freemansperspective.com
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Pfefiffer
Jarrett
Labor
Mary Kay Henry (also on women list)
Richard Trumka
Lee Saunders
+ others from Marlon, Robby
Broader WJC/HRC World
Ask Capricia to help manage with Palmieri.
Lanny Davis
Adrienne Elrod
Mike Feldman
Joel Johnson
Jim Kennedy
Jenni LeCompte
Joe Lockhart
Capricia Marshall
Gov McAuliffe
Dee Dee Myers
Mike McCurry
Jonathan Prince
Howard Wolfson
Library staff

(source)

#6: More Media Collusion
This email shows the chief political correspondent for a major news outlet sending a new article to the 
head of a presidential campaign, for approval prior to publishing. Note the line, “Please don’t share or 
tell anyone I did this.”

Date: Thu, 30 Apr 2015 19:50:54 -0400

Subject: Re: sorry to bother…

From: John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com>
To: Glenn Thrush <gthrush@politico.com>

OTR: No problems here

On Apr 30, 2015 3:00 PM, “Glenn Thrush” <gthrush@politico.com> wrote:

http://www.freemansperspective.com
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> No worries
> Because I have become a hack I will send u the whole section that pertains
> to u
> Please don’t share or tell anyone I did this
> Tell me if I fucked up anything
>
>
> Insiders expressed confidence in Dennis Cheng, the campaign’s relatively
> unknown campaign finance director, whose selection was seen as a signal the
> campaign was avoiding another mistake of: The empowering of celebrity
> donors who crowded out the younger, more aggressive bundlers who helped
> power Barack Obama’s money machine.
>
> Yet in recent days, as Clinton has assessed her daunting challenge, it’s
> become clear that the force behind the fundraising operation is campaign
> chairman John Podesta, who has been quietly cultivating big donors and
> coordinating fundraising strategy…

(source)

#7: Purposely Cultivating an Unaware and Compliant Populace.
The shocking (and insulting) passage in this email is obvious: “… we’ve all been quite content to demean 
government, drop civics and in general conspire to produce an unaware and compliant citizenry.” This 
is impossible to reconcile with our schooling; nonetheless, the fact stands before us.

From: “Bill Ivey GCS” <bi@globalculturalstrategies.com>

To: john.podesta@gmail.com
Subject: From Bill Ivey
Date: Sun, 13 Mar 2016 14:06:42 -0500

Dear John:

Well, we all thought the big problem for our US democracy was Citizens
United/Koch Brothers big money in politics. Silly us; turns out that money
isn’t all that important if you can conflate entertainment with the
electoral process. Trump masters TV, TV so-called news picks up and repeats
and repeats to death this opinionated blowhard and his hairbrained ideas,
free-floating discontent attaches to a seeming strongman and we’re off and
running. JFK, Jr would be delighted by all this as his “George” magazine saw
celebrity politics coming. The magazine struggled as it was ahead of its
time but now looks prescient. George, of course, played the development

http://www.freemansperspective.com
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pretty lightly, basically for charm and gossip, like People, but what we are
dealing with now is dead serious. How does this get handled in the general?
Secretary Clinton is not an entertainer, and not a celebrity in the Trump,
Kardashian mold; what can she do to offset this? I’m certain the
poll-directed insiders are sure things will default to policy as soon as the
conventions are over, but I think not. And as I’ve mentioned, we’ve all
been quite content to demean government, drop civics and in general conspire
to produce an unaware and compliant citizenry. The unawareness remains
strong but compliance is obviously fading rapidly. This problem demands
some serious, serious thinking – and not just poll driven,
demographically-inspired messaging.

(source)

#8: Cabinet-Level Officials Are Reporting to Billionaires.
In fact, they check in with him for consultation. “GS” is George Soros. “Kerry” is John Kerry, then Secretary 
of State.

It’s also worth seeing the kinds of games these people were playing behind the scenes, and in the 
name of the American people. In this case, it involved some serious meddling in the Ukraine. (A fifth 
column is a group of people who purposely undermine another group.):

(source, PDF)

Last Words
The American people are, by and large, decent, productive people. However, they’ve been trained over 
long years to believe that their government is righteous, especially in all that it does overseas. Merely 
questioning that training can be very difficult for many Americans.

Standing in the face of that training, however, is the truth. And this brings us to a fundamental question:

Which is more important: the actual truth, or what we’ve previously confessed to be true?

All the great heroes of Western Civilization come down on the side of “actual truth, no matter what.” 
And I believe that millions of Americans can come to the same courageous decision, provided they can 
see it clearly.

This little report has been my contribution toward making things clear.

 – Paul Rosenberg, January 2017
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